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formation of the ego ideal, and thus illuminates many hitherto dark corners
in psychopathology. The conception of narcissism has also a direct bear-
ing upon the problem of war neuroses, and its understanding should serve
as a corrective to those who hold that the war has disproved Freud's
deductions. By the term 'metapsychology' Freud denotes a psychology
which will regard every mental process from three points of view, viz.,
the dynamic, the topographical, and the economic. Dr. Ernest Jones
gives a most valuable review of the salient points from the five essays
wherein Freud has approached this interesting development of his researches.
Other sections of the paper deal with technique and characterology.

ALFRED CARVER.

PSYCHOPATHOLOGY.

[38] A psycho-analytical study of Edgar Allan Poe.-LOVINE PRUETTE.
Amer. Jour. Insan., 1920, xxxi, 370.

AN interesting history of Poe's life experiences and personal characteristics
is given, though the data concerning his early life are somewhat scanty
and conflicting. The family heredity showed much taint, while a decided
organ inferiority and the brain lesion he suffered from in later life may
have been the result of syphilitic infection or apoplexy, or caused by an
inherited inferior brain for which his genius may have been an over-
compensation. An early event had a powerful effect upon his imagina-
tion, so that at an early age the subjects of death, love, and beauty, which
possessed his mind so much in after years, dawned upon him. Neurotic
traits were not long in being shown. He evinced much introversion, and
became addicted to alcohol, while his being an only child, and being adopted
on the death of his parents and having a hard struggle for the bare necessi-
ties of life, all enhanced his inhibitions to make the necessary adjustments
to reality. His poems reveal his want of satisfaction with his world and
his regressive tendencies. His love life demonstrated a mother fixation,
and he always wished to be loved rather than to love. The heroes he
portrays are autobiographical, are melancholy, neurotic, hypochondriac,
and monomaniac, and he seems to have had some insight into his abnormal
nature. Through his experiences, sexual and otherwise, the basis themes
in his writings can be traced: the death of beautiful women, the linking
of death with sex, the grave or tomb, and sadistic delight in torture. An
obvious death-wish is seen in many of his stories, and analysis shows that
the detailed setting forth of lack of reason given for a murder indicates
a defence mechanism against the unconscious wishes. The feeling that
the dead are not wholly dead can be traced to a projection of his feelings
.of remorse for his death-wish. Symbols of death and sex are also found
in the colours he freely uses in his text. A masochistic tendency is well
displayed by Poe in a few stories. The tale of " The Pit and the Pendulum "
best of all illustrates this, but in the " Gold Bug " the solving of the cipher
represents the delight of a mind which loved to torture itself.

C. STANFORD READ.
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[39] Unconscious motives underlying the personalities of great
statesmen, and their relation to epoch-making events. (I.
A psychologic study of Abraham Lincoln.)-L. PIERCE CLARK.
Psycho-analytic Rev., 1921, viii. 1.

IN- this psycho-analytic study light is throwii Uponi the basal origins of
Lincoln's periodic depressions, from which he was a lifelong sufferer. The
progressive symptomatology of such depressions is briefly dwelt on, and in
the discussioni on etiology and pathology Clark accepts anid gives in out-
line the hypothesis of Hoch, who sttudied such cases much in the light of
Freudiani psychology. This mainly centres round a defective adaptation,
especially in the sexual sphere, arising from a repressed and uinconscious
infantile sexuial attachment to the parent of the opposite sex. In the
severest forms of melancholia the longing is often expressed as a wish to
die and be with the mother, or the wish for removal of the other parent,
as shown in the delusioni that the father is dead. A man may become
neuirotic wheni he becomes engaged, as Lincoln did. The main facts of
Lincoln's life are then sketched ouit, and it is noted what bearing the above
hypothesis has in the interpretation of his depressive episodes. It is thus
seen how his parental affective relationis formed a basis for his future
abnormalities, how he was rather reserved and cold towards the opposite
sex, and how the early death of his first wife produced a profouind depres-
sioni which was followed by like periodic states. It was sooIn fouInd throuIgh
a second engagement and marriage that he was unable to adapt himself
to stuch sittuations, becauise the mother love stood in his way. It is sur-
inised that Lincolin's strivings to lessen the power of authority and dominanice
of the Church were promoted by his denial of his earthly father's domination.
After the first great emotional crisis of his favourite son's death, he accepted
a religious outlet as a means of uinconsciously solving or sublimating a
large part of his regressive relations with life which had heretofore taken
the form of intensive and prolonged depressions.

C. STANFORD READ.

[40] The mental hygiene of industry.-MARY C. JARRETT. Mental
Hygiene, 1920, iv, 867.

THIS is an inspiriing papel dealiing with the app ication of the methods of
mnental hygiene to the induistrial worker, and, in the form of a report of
the progress of the work unidertakein under the engineering founiidation of
New York, it shows from a very practical point of view the inatture and
scope of the work that can be done, and by how much the effieiency of the
industrial machinery can be enhanlced. Th-ree groups of members of
iindustrial communities are recognized (1) A small buit potentially
important grotup of mentally-diseased employees; (2) A large grouip of
inidividuals, possibly nearly half of the workiing force, whose mental character
is such as to demand special consideration; (3) The largest group of
workers, possibly a little over half, who have no appreciable mental diffi-
culties and whose problem is chiefly to develop their mental capabilities.
Very often it was fouind that the best workmen we-:e to be included in the
second group, and the most common problem was in regard to the question
of how to keep them at their work.
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Many illustrations are given of individual cases which have actually
been dealt with, and of these the f6llowing may be given as an example:
"Girl who could concentrate only until an early hour of the afternoon.
Every few weeks she -would get wild and leave her work, saying that she
could not stand it another moment. Her problem 'was solved by putting
her oni two different jobs and changing her work every day at noon ".

The paper refers to the writings and publications of many psychiatrists
interested in the subject, and concludes with the statement that there is
likely to be a demand for a large number of psychiatric social workers
trained in the general technique of social investigation and treatment and
the special technique of personality study.

THOMAS BEATON.
[41] Medical and social aspects of childhood delinquency.-SANGER

BROWN. II. Amer. Jour. Insan., 1921, lxxvii, 365.
TIIE conclusions here found are the result of a study of this problem in a
probationary school by a physician, a psychologist, and a social worker
appointed by the National Committee for Mental Hygiene. The mis-
demeanours of the 200 boys were commonly those of truancy, petty
thieving, gambling, disobedience, and what may be termed an antisocial
attitude of mind was frequently developed. Are such troubles due' to an
abnormal physical condition ? Does the disorder rest in the mental
sphere, possibly on a basis of mental deficiency ? Is the disorder one of
personality more than one of actual mental defect ? Is the environment
to blame ? Do definite mental conflicts bring about the delinquency ?
These points are discussed. Though it is difficult to group the causes of
delinquency under general headings, it is possible to some extent to do
so. (1) A fair number show a psychic nervousness which is the basis of
their maladjustment, and this was often found to be aided by such physical
causes as malnutrition and overwork. (2) A considerable proportion are
mentally deficient, so that mental maladjustments are more prone to be
engendered. (3) Some evince certain characteristic personal traits which
often- make it difficult for the child to get along unassisted in the ordinary
surroundings. (4) There are the cases which are the produet of the
environment itself.

The treatment and management of delinquency are then briefly
sketched out. A thorough examination of the boy himself must be the
first step; but in the majority of instances the social and environmental
problems are the more important. A separate school should be made
use of, and in many cases a change in respect to home and neighbouir-
hood is needed to meet the situation. With a broader uinderstanding of
these problems important advances may be made.

C. STANFORD READ.
[42] Disorders of symbolic thinking and expression.-HENRY HEAD.

Brit. Jour. Psychol. (Gen. Sect.), 1921, xi, 2.
THIS paper is based upon studies published in Brain, 1920, vol. xliii, 2,
where the author recorded his methods and results of investigations into
the effects of unilateral lesions of the brain affecting the use of language.
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l-ie fuirther disculssed the suibject in the Hughlings Jackson Lectuire for 1920
(Proc. Roy. Soc. Med.. vol. xiv). The research is particularly welcome
in that aphasia has been one of the most chaotic suibjects in the whole
realm of neuirology. Previouis investigations into disorders of speech
have been vitiated by the assumption that speech was a well-defined
fuinction having a strictly localized site in the brain. Head shows that
sleech was from the first concerned with expressing relations. The fuinc-
tionis which may suiffer in aphasia are numerous, and are affected in
varying degree in different cases. WA'ords, nuimbers, pictures, and every
act which depends uiponi the use of these symbols in constructive thouight
mlav be affected, buit it is symbols uised in a particular mianner which are
affected, and not all symbolic representations. The more nearly a
symbolic action approximates to a frank proposition, the greater difficulty
does it present to the aphasic.

Head distinguiishes the following grouips accordinig to the most salient
defect, buit states explicitly that this grouiping is for convenience only.
and must not be takeni as defining any specific psychic fuinctioin. Verbal
defects: The disorder affects mainly verbal structuire and words as inte-
gral parts of a phrase, their nominial valtue and significance being perfect.
Syntactical defects: The disorder is one of balance, and the patient is
ataxic in his speech; although he has plenty of words he talks jargon.
Nominal defects: A loss of meaning of words and other symbols; reading
and writing and drawiing a plan are extremely difficult. Semantic defects
A lack of recognition of the fiull significance of words and phrases apart
from their verbal meaninig; the loss is of meaning in thouight, and seriously
initerferes with the activities of daily life. The research shows that : (1)
No lesion, however local, can affect speech anid speech only, and coni-
versely there is nio single psychological fuinction corresponding to speech;
(2) The manifestations of aphasia cannot be explained as duie to des-
truietion of sensory images, for these may remain intact even thotugh
they canniot be utsed voluntarily as part of the symbolic mnechanism of
languiage; (3) Suitable lesions of the brain may separate the two aspects
of meaning iniherent in the uise of svmbols i.e., the particuilar meaninig
of wvords (nominial defect) fromn general meaniing in thoIIght (semaintic
lefect). ALFRED CARVER.

[43] Religion in the light of psycho-analysis.-CAVEN-DIsH MOXONN.
Psycho-anialytic Rev., 1921, viii, 92.

RELIGIOUS belief gives a symbolic satisfactioin for hidden impulses, lowly
emotions, and primitive ideas, and in order to uinderstand the religiouis
experience it is nlecessarv to stuidy man's striviings for psychophysical
pleasllre from earliest infancy. The love which is either unconsciously
fixed oIn a parent or uinable to fincd a satisfying parent substituite, seeks
various svmbolic satisfactions as a compromise. Hence it is at puberty
that the ineed occulrs for God as suibstitute for the father or the grand-
father. Religiouis conversion, therefore, uisually happens at this period of
great moral repression and psychical advance. God is a produict of the
uInicoIIsciouIs desire for a parenital auithority. Parental love is symbolized
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by the loving Father God in religionis that express the reactioni of conscious
civilized piety againist infantile hate. Both the sadistic anid masochistic
components of love are satisfied by religions doctrine. God is kinid aind
cruel. The fear that stimuilates modern religiouis faith is a complex dread
of life and its tasks as a whole, and so religion imiay be viewed as a psychical
fight from a dark and threatening reality-a safety-valve for the strained
miind. Old age is specially prone to religious relapse, from the weakening'
of higher control aind iincreased loiiging for peace. Religioin is conise-
quently regarded as a retrograde pheniomenon, and is a stronig temptation
Nvhen Ino attractive or safe ouitlet for cniergy appears. Belief is a product
of displaced, projected, aind personified love force. This is ulnniecessary
where ftull satisfaction is founiid directly in, marriage aInd inldirectly in social
serv-ice. C. STANFORD READ.

44] The revival of emotional memories and its therapeutic value.
A symposium. Brit. Jour. Psychol. (Med. Sect.), 1920, i, 16.

WILLIA.ii BRowx states, as a result of his experience, that the rev-ivxal with
hallulciinatory vividness of 'forgotten' emotionally-tonled mnemories is the
important factor in catusinig the disappearance of psychonieuirotic svmii-
ptoms, the essential thing being the revival and abreaction of the ellmotion
accompanying the memory. This implies that the emotion associated with
the memory has been pent up, and that its abreactioni rather thani the
abolition of the amnesia is the prime factor in the restoration of the patienit.
Brown suggests that in the produietion of the symptoms a twofold dis-
sociation takes place. First, the shock produices a dissociationi fromn
personal consciousness of certain psychophysical fuinctionis, together with
the memories linked with them immediately after the shock--this has to
do with the senisorimotor system. Secondly, a dissociation between the
psychophysical and physical couniiterparts of the emotional reaction--
this has to do with the sympathetic system. Both dissociations are
abolished by revival, with halluicinatory vividness, of the emotioln. He
seems to consider that the great v&a'ue of what he terms 'autogonosis' lies
in withdrawinig emotionial ovrer-emphasis from 'forgotteni' memories;
emotional over-emphasis be ng responisible for the relative aultoiiomy of
those memories. Yet 'auitognosis' is no mere mechanical abreactioni. In
it abreaction is controlled intellectuially step by step.

C. S. MYERS disagrees with Brownii's view that the revival of emlotioalrl
expression is the important factor. In Myers' experieince what is of
importance is the revival of the iliipleasaint memory of the evelnt i.e., the
revival of the dissoc:ated affective anid cognitivre experience. Myers,
therefore, deliberately discouirages Ii(lutte prominence of emotionial expres-
sion dutring treatmeint. He insists oni the distinctioin betwveeni emotioinal
feeling and emotional expression, and doutbts whether increase of the latter
implies increase of the former. It is niot the emotionial buit the iunipleasalnt
(affective-cognitive) aspect of experiences which is repressed. WVhat,
therefore, is of value ill 'autogniosis' is the relieving of affective-cognitive
repression and the redinitegration of dissociated compoinents niot, as
Browin wouild have it, the abreactioni of pent-llp emotionial over-emnphasis.
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All'. McDOUGALL considers that the abreaction hypothesis implies the
existence of packets of explosive energy attached to ideas. This smacks
of the old theory of ideas as entities capable of being stored in the mind,
and it leads to the same difficulties and confusions. If, however, this as-
sumption be put aside, it is difficult to see how the revival of an emotional
experience can afford relief. On the contrary, one would expect it to
accentuiate the trouble, as indeed actually is the case under certain cir-
cumstances. The essential element in recovery is the abolition of amnesia,
and any display of emotional excitement which may accompany this process
is only of value in rendering the recollection more complete in detail.
McDouigall then pUts forward a physiological schema to illustrate how
cognitive processes may become dissociated from one another while
retaining their connection with affective dispositions, which latter, far from
being thrown out of action, are kept unduly active therebv. The valuie of
what Brown terms autognosis consists in the redintegration of dissociated
cogniitive elements-not in abreaction of stored-up emotion.

WM. BROWN, in reply, agrees with a great deal that his critics have
uirged, but considers Myers' distinction between affect and emotion to be
an artificial one. He suggests that the reinstatement of intense emotion
acts physically by overcoming synaptic resistances, and claims that
McDouigall really assumes the process of abreaction as a vera causa of
redintegration in the very schema wherein he seeks to discredit it. Finally,
Brown would enlarge the scope of his term 'autognosis' to make it include
all the factors at work in psychotherapy. ALFRED CARVER.

[45j The pathogenesis of epilepsy.-C. STANFORD READ. Brit. Jour.
Psychol. (Med. Sect.), 1920, i, 72.

THis contribuition is mainly devoted to a survey of the clinical stuldies of
Pierce Clark, published in various journals between 1908 and 1918. Clark,
as the result of an intensive and painstaking stuidy of the epileptic men-
tality, has arrived at two fundamental conclusions. First, that those
individuals who later develop essential epilepsy invariably present a
special mental make-up characterized by hypersensitiveness and egocen-
tricity which render them incapable of social adaptationl; the study of
the epileptic in his interparoxysmal periods a thing previouisly neglected-
thus becomes a matter of importance prophylactically, diagnostically, and
therapeutically. Secondly, the epileptic's inability to inhibit his egotis-
tical trends results in his evasion of the diffictulties by a withdrawal from
the exacting environment-this constitutes the fit. Following a sugges-
tion of Ferenczi, Clark regards the fit as a psychological regression to the
mnutter lieb, a metro-erotism. Although this on first consideration may
seem fantastic, it is suipported by the attitudes (Kempf's postural tensions)
asstumed by advanced epileptics. Clark considers that somatic defects,
when present, are only contributory to the production of the fit, the essen-
tial fauilt being a psychobiological defect. He illustrates his thesis bv
many excellent case histories, one of which is quioted as an example by
Read. Clark, by analyses begun in the disorientated state following a con-
vulsioll, concluides that the conflicts of epileptics are particuilarly crass.
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In the first stage of a fit the stress precipitating it alone may be uncovered;
but whenever a deeper level of unconsciousness is reached an easily
recognizable sexual striving is revealed. As a result of his studies Clark
makes some useful therapeutic suggestions and enters into the whole
problem of the management of epileptics. Though a complete chang3
of make-up cannot be brought about, a great deal may be effected in earlv
cases by appropriate methods of mental training combined with physical
therapy.

Read, who has himself added to our knowledge of the subject (Jour.
Abnorm. Psychol., 1918, vol. xiii, No. 1), is full of admiration for Clark's
work, and deplores the prevalent attitude of neurologists to regard all
their material from the neuronic mal-functioning poinit of v-iew and to look
askance at psychobiological interpretations.

ALFRED CARVER.

[46] The psychogenesis of a case of female homosexuality.-SIGMUND
FREUD. Internat. Jour. of Psycho-analysis, 1920, ii, 125.

THE patient, a beautiful and clever girl of 18, had passed through the
normal stage of the feminine CEdipus-complex, and had later begun to
replace her father by a brother slightly older than herself. No early
sexual traumata were disclosed by the analysis. About the age of 13 her
libido was focused on motherhood; after this and until she was 16 years
of age her sexuality was definitely of a bisexual nature. On the birth of
her third brother, when she was about 16, she became a homosexual
attracted to mature women. The explanation of this change is as fol-
lows: At the birth of her brother the girl was experiencing the revival of
the infantile CFdipus-complex so common at puberty. She was conscious
of the wish to have a male child; that it was to be from her father, and in
his image, her consciousness was not allowed to know. Exasperated
that it was not she who bore the child, but the unconscious hated rival, her
mother, she turned away from her father and men altogether, and sought
another goal for her libido-compare the action of some men who hav-e
been 'jilted'. She changed into a man, and took her mother (her relations
to her had always been ambivalent) in place of her father as her love-
object. As this love-object was unsatisfactory she sought for a mother-
substitute to whom she could become passionately attached. There was
another motive for her change to homosexuality. Freud calls it the
'advantage of illness'. The mother, who was rather harsh with the
patient, still valued the admiration of men. If, then, the girl became
homosexual and left the men to her mother, she removed a source of
her mother's disfavour. The inversion was reinforced when the patient
realized that she could hurt her father, who was very bitter when she made
no attempt to hide her love for a woman whose reputation was unsavoury.
The final reinforcement came when she found in this 'lady' an object
which promised to satisfy not only her homosexual tendency, but also
that part of her heterosexual libido still attached to her brother-this
lady resembling him physically in some ways. The patient made a
suicidal attempt by flinging herself on to a railway cutting immediately
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after her father expressed his displeasuire wheni he met her walking with
this woman. This attempt was determined by two factors: a 'plunish-
ment fulfilment' (self-puinishment) and a 'wish fuilfilment'. The latter
signified the attainment of the wish to have a child by her father; she
'fell' through her father's fault. The girl's action proved that she had
developed in her uniconscious strong death-wishes against one or other of
her parents. Freud considers it probable that no one attempts to kill
himself unless, in the first place, he in doing so is at the same time killing
an object with whom he has identified himself, and, in the second place,
is turning against himself a death-wish which had been directed against
someone else.

The case for various reasons was not a favoourable one for psycho-
analytic treatment. The removal of homosexuality is never a hopeful
matter; success consists in being able to open to the restricted homo-
sexuals the way to the opposite sex, till then barred, thuis restoring their
ftull bisexual fiunction. Other kinds of reaction to the CEdipus attitude
at puberty are probably more common than homosexuality. Psycho-
analytic investigations reveal two fundamental facts: (1) That homo-
sexual men have experienced a specially strong mother fixation; (2) In
addition to their manifest heterosexuality, a very considerable measure
of latent or unconscious heterosexuality can be detected in all normal
people.

Many interesting points are dwelt upon which it is not possible to
reproduce in an abstract of this length.

C. W. FORSYTH.

[47] Sadism and masochism.-WNT. REES TnIO,IAS. Jour. of Ment. Sci.,
1921, lxvii, 12.

DEFIN-ING sadism as including anything from an impetuous attitude towards
the sexual object to the complete subjection and ill-treatment of the
sexuial victim, and masochism as including anything from mere subjection
to the sexual object to the suffering of pain as a condition of sexual gratifi-
cation, the auithor proceeds to show the widespread occurrence of these
two impulses as evinced in an abnormal manner in the behaviour of
a revolutionary mob, of the audience of a bull-fight, in the convention
of marriage by capture, etc., and sees their normal coUInterpart in the
masterly attitude of the male and the subjection of the female.

Pain is conceived as a form of intense emotional excitement; but to
the child it is experienced as a direct negation of the sense of power;
consequiently cruel behaviouir or the infliction of pain on others is, to the
child, a means of maintaining the satisfaction of omnipotence. This
behaviour is only inhibited by the later development of the secondary
impulse of sympathy, and, uintil this later development occurs, there is
the danger that the connections between cruelty and the erotogenous
impulses formed during early life may not be broken.

The author then indicates the association between muscular activity
and the sextual feelings, and shows how the cruelty impulse can acquire
force from the child's too close association with the intimate life of the
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parents. He passes to discuss the sadistic anal erotic fixation and the
sadistic oral or cannibalistic erotic fixation, the latter of which finds its
adult expression in the feeling described by the lover when he says of his
loved one, " I could eat her ". Reference is made to the source of the
passive cruelty impulse to be found in the sexual excitement associated
with irritation of the skin of the gluteal region, and, in relation to this, to
Freud's observation on the sexually-exciting influence of some painfil
affects, such as fear or horror.

Two other tendencies are mentioned as showing cruelty components-
exhibitionism and sexual curiosity-in the former the active impulse
being seen in the desire to give offence, the passive element in the desire
to acquire a reputation and the submission inferred. Freud's opinion.
that masochism possibly arises from sadism through repression, is given,
and the author concludes with the contention that active and passive
cruelty may be recognized as almost universal, and that the tendencies
act in greater or less degree in influencing and colouring the sexual abnor-
ialities and psychoses.

TIIOMIAs BEATON.

[48] Homosexuality.-C. STANFORD READ. Jour. of Ment. Sci., 1921,
lxvii, 8.

THE author emphasizes the importance both to the sociologist and the
psychiatrist of attaining a full understanding of the homosexual perversion,
and deprecates the tendency to regard the perversions as merely disguist-
ing and therefore not worthy of study. He differentiates between the
active and the passive perverts: the former are few in number and
developmentally abnormal, while the latter are numerouis and have
acquired the tendency; their condition, therefore, he regards as a neurosis.

Dr. Read then expounds the Freudian teaching in regard to the fixa-
tion of the homosexual element as an outlet for the libido in the passage
of the child through the narcissistic stage of mental growth, and proceeds
to show how this persistent homosexual tendency may be dealt with by
the personality in adult life. He considers that there are four possibili-
ties : (1) The desire may be little in conflict with the. personality, and
then gratification would occur with or without subsequent self-reproach;
(2) Repression may be successful, and the conflict will then end with a
resuimption of heterosexuial relations; (3) The energy of the impulse may
be sublimated into uiseful social channels; and lastly (4) In the predis-
posed, the conflict may result in a mental disorder.

Paranoia has been shown by Freud to be a developmenit associated
with the latent homosexual tendency, and it is possible that, by analogy,
certain minor paranoid states are to be explained in the same way; hence
the author has put forward the hypothesis that the frequiency of the
paranoid states during the late war was due to the arousing of a latent
homosexuality in many previously heterosexual individuals by the herding
together of vast n-umbers of men which occurred during the period of
hostilities. The delusional state of the paranoiac is regarded by the Freudian
school as an attempt at a biological reconstruction, and is reached by the
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use of the mechanism of projection to repair the failure of adaptation, the
chain of reasoning being, in the case of the delusions of persecution, " I
love the man ", negated, because unbearable, to " I do not love the man",
and finally projected to " He hates me ".

The author then deals with the relationship between the psychological
state of the alcoholic and that of the paranoiac. He remarks that the
common sexual content of the halluicinosis in both conditions has long been
noted, and that the basic psychological association of the two states is
quite apparent from the Freudian interpretation. The latent homo-
sexual pervert seeks relief from his conflict in alcohol, which drug so
operates as to destroy siiblimation ahd to favour regression as a means of
attaining adaptation; the paranoid state then results by the mechanisn
outlined above.

THOMIAS BEATON.
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